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standing Spam's efforts to keep within her own borders her
treasure (drawn from the Peruvian mines), the Dutch War
of Independence, the English privateering expeditions and
an adverse balance of trade drained her of the precious
metals, which in consequence were distributed over Europe.
A large portion reached these shores. *' How many millions
we have taken from the Spaniard ", exclaimed a writer
(1598), " is a thing notorious ". The circulation of American
silver produced an abrupt rise in the general level of prices,
which caused an economic revolution in the sixteenth century
and foreshadowed a political revolution in the seventeenth
century. It was remarked, as early as 1581, that " the
prices of victuals and other wares in like sort is raised
according to the increase of treasure". Owing to the fall
in the value of money rents rose sharply, but rates of wages
did not keep pace with prices. Variations due to local
conditions and the absence of a uniform method of payment
make it difficult to determine the earnings of agricultural
labourers. It is calculated that their daily wage averaged
7d. about the middle of the sixteenth century and gd. near
the end, while in the reign of Charles I. it was advanced to
nd. The evidence is too sparse and conflicting to warrant
any generalizations respecting artisans. The most numerous
class of industrial workers were the weavers. Those in Wilt-
shire complained in the seventeenth century (1614) that they
received " no more than what was accustomed to be paid
forty years past, notwithstanding that the prices of all kind
of victual are almost doubled from what they were ". In
Yorkshire their wages were scarcely higher after the Restora-
tion than in the year of the Armada. In so far as the
employers of labour, whether in agriculture or industry,
intercepted the surplus value—arising from the fact that
the prices of their products moved upwards while labour
costs remained comparatively stationary—they enjoyed an
increment of profits which was doubtless a stimulus to
accumulate capital and increase production. However, we
must not exaggerate the importance of the changes in the
price level nor make them the prime agency in the great
extension of industry and commerce in the Age of Mercan-

